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 One of the prominent wars between India and neighboring country Pakistan, the Kargil 
war took place between May 3 to July 26, 1999 in the Kargil district of Kashmir and elsewhere 
along the line of control (LOC). Kargil war is also referred as Operation Vijay because Indian 
army cleared Pakistani army and the intruders from the Kargil Sector. During the war 527 Indian 
soldiers and officers bravely lost their lives.  To honour the Kargil war’s heroes, who laid down 
their life for the country, 26th July is celebrated as “KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS” in all over India every 
year.  

                        The Principal delivered lecture on Kargil Vijay Diwas 

  
 
Bunts Night College celebrated Kargil Vijay Diwas every year on July 26, and today it is 
20th anniversary of Kargil Vijay Diwas. The day is celebrated with great echo as Indian armed 
forces swept Pakistani troops from Kargil and got excellent victory over Pakistan. On this day  as 
per the circular of University of Mumbai and higher education department stated  that there 
should be a screening of the movie “URI (A surgical strike)”.As per the instruction of University, 
BBA’S BUNTS COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (NIGHT COLLEGE)  arranged the screening 
session of the movie “URI (A surgical strike)” in college auditorium . 
The celebration starts with 2 minutes silence to pay the tribute to the soldiers of Indian army 
who sacrificed their lives during the war. Principal Dr.S.S Bhandari inaugurates the function by 
explaining brief history of Kargil war. After principal’s speech the screening of movie was setup 

by Prof.Gokul Choudhary. “URI (A surgical strike)” screening was started sharp 6:15 pm 
and was finished at 8:30 Pm. After the screening the vote of thanks delivered by Prof.Dattatray 
Bhosale. The program was concluded with national anthem.  


